
Pilot Vision™

IN-THE-BLOWMOLDER DEFECT DETECTION

PILVIS0717

OUR BRAND

PROTECTS
YOUR BRAND

Eliminate random
defects in sidewall

and base

Ensure consumer-safe  
food and beverages

Identify finish and 
seal surface flaws

Protect brand image
by eliminating  
unsightly and  
contaminated

containers

User-friendly management tools 
All Pilot Vision™ inspection systems incorporate a set of management 
tools that make setup, operation and result evaluation simple and  
intuitive. Key features include touch screen operation, in-process job 
setup, image hold, capture and export functions, group statistics, 
multi-level password protection and numerous others. 

Meeting the needs of  
the container and filling industry
The Pilot Vision™ system is designed to provide real-time feedback on 
the status of your container manufacturing lines. In addition to the 
identification and removal of unwanted defects, the Pilot Vision™  
system provides valuable information to help manage production 
efficiently including line status, production trends, detailed defect and 
reject information, production-run summaries and mold correlated 
thickness distribution data when integrated with the Pilot Profiler™ 
distribution measurement system.

Pilot Vision™ System Features:
• User-friendly operator interface
•  Seamless integration with Pilot Profiler™ 

distribution measurement system
• Single UI for distribution measurement and vision inspection
• Simple job creation and storage
• Large software library
• Multiple inspection levels
•  Unlimited measurement  

and ROI creation
• Image recall and storage
• On-line setup 
• Group statistics 

Available options:
•  Partial Mold set
•  Reject verification
•  Pilot Profiler® module
• Process Pilot®

• CrystalView®

•  M-RULE® shelf-life module
• Alarm light
• Remote monitoring
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The Process Pilot® Blowmolder  
Management System

The Process Pilot system controls the blow 
molder based on direct feedback from bottle 
measurements.  Measurement feedback 
through continuous monitoring is used to au-
tomatically adjust blowmolder settings, main-
taining the blowmolding process at optimum 
levels. The Process Pilot management system 
is designed to ensure that all final production 
bottles have the desired quality and perfor-
mance attributes in spite of environmental, 
blowmolder or material variations that occur 
during the production process.

The Process Pilot approach is based upon 
three fundamental concepts:

Measure: Agr’s Pilot Profiler® measurement  
system monitors every bottle to identify  
on-going changes in material distribution.

Control: Process Pilot closed-loop control 
software proactively manages the blowmolder 
thickness measurements to maintain desired 
material distribution and produce consistent, 
high quality bottles.

Optimize: Process Pilot enhancement tools 
give you the means to optimize bottle produc-
tion to a target that is most suitable for the 
product, application or operational goals—
making it possible to efficiently produce 
the best performing bottles with maximum 
profitability.  

Agr’s Pilot Vision™ system further expands 
process and quality management capabilities 
by incorporating vision-based inspection in 
conjunction with the Process Pilot blowmolder 
management system. This powerful combina-
tion offers a total process and quality control 
program for PET containers that includes thick-
ness management, random defect detection 
and stable, consistent production 24/7, that 
can only be achieved through automated 
blowmolder control.
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Pilot Vision™

Pilot Vision™ is a vision-based quality management system designed for the unique requirements of PET  
bottle converters and brand owners that manufacture their own containers. Specifically engineered for  
in-the-blowmolder inspection applications, the Pilot Vision™ system offers a number of features that in  
addition to comprehensive bottle and preform inspection, include compatibility with all major blowmolder  
brands and the ability to seamlessly integrate with Agr's Pilot Profiler® material distribution measurement  
and Process Pilot® automated control systems.

The multi-camera design of the Pilot Vision™ system facilitates evaluation of the complete container as well as  
preforms for random defects including those resulting from the increased use of PCR content. The system is  
a simple-to-use, highly-effective method to monitor quality and manage the production process. Most importantly,  
the Pilot Vision™ system is easy to operate yet provides powerful capabilities to detect even the most difficult  
to identify defect.

Defect Detection Where it is Needed
Pilot Vision™ offers inspection in four critical areas. Our modular approach affords you the ability to purchase the  
inspection capability that you need now with the ability to expand for future needs. Common defects detected:

Base Inspection
The base inspection on the Pilot Vision™ system incorporates a powerful set 
of inspection algorithms that identify even the smallest defects and anomalies 
regardless of base size, shape or design. In addition, the system has the intelligence 
to learn recurring marks such as recycle symbols, logos and mold numbers as well  
as unique, individual mold attributes. This capability makes it possible for total  
base inspection without compromise. Variable LED lighting intensity and a library  
of imaging tools provide the means to finely tune inspections to meet individual 
requirements and identify some of the most difficult defects with confidence.
Common defects detected: 

Seamless Integration into the Blowmolder
The Pilot Vision™ and Pilot Profiler™ systems are designed to work side-by-side and operate 
seamlessly within your blowmolder, utilizing the blowmolder’s timing signals and reject  
system without interfering with bottle production. Versions are available for a wide variety  
of the most common blowmolders in use today.

Powerful Setup, Inspection and Analysis Tools
At the heart of the Pilot Vision™ system is a combination of firmware, software and  
inspection algorithms that provide sophisticated yet versatile inspection capabilities. 

Firmware
The Pilot Vision™ system supports up to six cameras and incorporates  
firmware that utilizes the latest vision and inspection technology. From  
high-definition Gig-E cameras and variable multi-spectrum LED illumination,  
to proven lighting techniques and defect detection technology, the Pilot Vision™  
system provides extremely reliable performance on a variety of container shapes,  
colors and sizes. Compact and robust vision components are designed for 24/7  
operation in the hostile environment found inside the blowmolder. 

Software and Analysis Tools
Robust inspection algorithms on the Pilot Vision™ system take 
advantage of sophisticated inspection techniques that have been 
developed as a result of Agr’s many years of experience in bottle 
testing and inspection. For optimal inspection coverage and 
flexibility, every Pilot Vision™ system enables operators to set up 
multiple inspection regions for an entire part, a small region or a 
combination thereof. This provides flexibility for focusing on critical 
areas without compromising other regions of interest. A wide 
range of powerful setup and inspection tools are incorporated in 
every Pilot Vision™ system including:
• Multiple adjustable ROI tools for defining inspection regions
• Large library of inspection and analysis tools
• Unlimited number of measurements or ROI’s
• Pattern matching and learn capabilities
• Independent, multiple thresholds 
• Light metering and brightness
• Image masking 
• Digital image filtering 
• Automated Zone Scaling 
• Image orientation

• Contamination
• Crystalinity
• Opaque spots (black spots)
• Unmelts

• Bubbles/blisters
• Burn marks
• Water spots
• Streaks 

• Neck folds
• Clarity and consistency
• Areas of crystalinity
•  Contamination –  

foreign materials

• Dark spots 
• Holes
• Color variations 
• Underblown containers

Preform Inspection
Inspecting preforms prior to blowing allows for complete 360º sidewall  
inspection. Optics, LED illumination and image analysis routines are optimized 
to identify preform defects that impact bottle integrity yet are difficult to detect 
on a blown bottle.

Seal Surface Inspection
The Pilot Vision™ seal surface inspection module offers a means for bottle man-
ufacturers and fillers to ensure that product integrity and safety is not compro-
mised by common seal surface defects. The seal module incorporates a dedicat-
ed camera, LED lighting system and robust image analysis algorithms expressly 
designed for optimal seal surface imaging and accurate identification of defects 
that may compromise seal integrity. Common defects detected:

Sidewall Inspection
The Pilot Vision™ sidewall inspection module provides the capability to 
effectively monitor and manage sidewall defects that commonly occur in the 
bottle production process. The Pilot Vision™ system can be configured with 1 or 2 
cameras (depending on the size of container and specific 
inspection requirements) for complete sidewall coverage. Common  
defects detected: 

• Surface irregularities
• Seal surface width
• Inner/outer diameter
• Ovality

• Blown finish 
• Seal surface integrity
• Short shots

• Holes 
• Random occurring in base
• Random occurring in foot region
• In gate
• Opaque spots
• Foreign particles
• Unmelted material

•  Under-blown and improperly  
formed feet and base characteristics

• Folds in base region
• Off-center gate
• Gate size
• Gate ovality/tears 
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